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861. The Arrival of the Railways in Corwen 1864-5.  A study of local conditions and changes and the 
economic impact on the town, by Paul Lawton. 7 pages with a map and 10 illustrations/ photographs. 
Three railways met at Corwen. The Denbigh, Ruthin and Corwen Railway, which arrived from the 
north in 1864, was absorbed by the LNWR. The Welsh Railway Archive Vol 5 No 6 (November 2012).

862. A North Wales Branch Line. Our John Stockton Wood introduces his O gauge fine scale model 
of Llanberis. 2 pages, with 2 colour photographs. A taster for a greater depth look later in the year – and 
very good it looks too! Model Railway Journal No 220.

863. At Carlisle. A 5 page feature of 12 colour photographs, mostly of steam locomotives from the 
early 1960s but including two diesels from 2002. Backtrack Vol 27 No 3 (March 2013).

864. Some Railway Recollections 1900-1941 Part 3.  The third instalment of Howard Burchell’s 
summary of R E Charlewood’s lecture to the Cambridge University Railway Club in November 1949. 
This part looks at passenger accommodation, including dining cars, through and slip carriages, and 
sleeping cars. There is also a look at promotional fares and publicity. The article has 8 pages and 14 
illustrations/photographs of which 6 have LNWR interest. Backtrack Vol 27 No 3 (March 2013).

865. The letters page of Backtrack Vol 27 No 3 (March 2013) has two further letters in response to Ted 
Talbot’s analysis of the story of the LNWR’s weak frames (Press Digest item 851).

866. Not Where You’d Expect to Find Them. 3 pages containing 7 photographs from the Pendragon 
archives, showing locomotives away from home territory in everyday service. They include GWR 
locomotives on our territory – Launceston Castle at Euston in October 1926, a ‘43xx’ at Warrington 
Bank Quay and a ‘Bulldog’ at Crewe. Backtrack Vol 27 No 4 (April 2013).

867. On the Birkenhead Joint Line. 2 pages containing 5 colour photographs taken by Dr Michael 
Yardley on the Chester to Birkenhead line. The line was formerly the Birkenhead Railway and later 
jointly owned by the GWR and LNWR. The photographs, of BR and ex LMS steam locomotives, were 
taken in the 1960s. Backtrack Vol 27 No 5 (May 2013).

868. Focus on Wellingborough. Here we are deep in Midland Railway territory, but of course, our 
railway had a branch to tap their traffic! 3 pages containing 6 colour photographs taken around 
Wellingborough by Ken Fairey in the late 1950s and 1960s. Again they feature BR and ex LMS steam 
locomotives and two are at the ex LNWR London Road station. Backtrack Vol 27 No 5 (May 2013).

869. When Push came to Shove. A 5 page article with 8 photographs, by Robert Emblin and Bryan 
Longbone, looking at some effects of the Great War on the railways of Britain. The main thrust of the 
article is the financial impact on the pre-grouping companies and, by extension, the ‘Big Four’. The 
Railway Executive Committee, formed of the General Managers of the senior railway companies, 
brokered a compensation deal with the Government based on 1913 revenues as the datum and not 
anticipating the increasing inflation that resulted from the war. There is also interesting comment 
through the words and photographs on the increasing involvement of women in the operation of the 
railways.  Backtrack Vol 27 No 5 (May 2013).

870. The Tug/Tender Ralph Brocklebank, and its conversion to Daniel Adamson by Tony Hirst. 
This 18 page article contains details of the conversion of the SURCCo tug following its sale to the 
Manchester Ship Canal. Waterways Journal Vol 15 (2013). 

With thanks to Martin O’Keeffe and Chris James. Thanks also to David Moore, our Webmaster, you 
should find that entries are posted to our Webb site as soon after publication as our contributors can 
manage.

Please forward your contributions for Press Digest to Chris James
Email: press.digest@lnwrs.org.uk
Address: 39 Pennard Road, Kittle, Swansea SA3 3JY
Telephone: 01792 234316



 We would also very much welcome other contributions, for periodicals not currently covered regularly. 
Please contact Chris James.


